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SUMMARY

In July 2005 Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) undertook a watching brief on Site
LA6A of the Paradise Project located in Liverpool city centre (SJ 3455 8982), on behalf
of Grosvenor. Site LA6A is a triangular area located between the southern end of
Paradise Street and Park Lane and was formerly the site of St Thomas’s Church and
graveyard.

The aim of the watching brief was to determine the below ground survival of the graves
and specifically to locate and record the Tate family burial, a brick vault tomb containing
the remains of Joseph Williamson, a merchant of Liverpool.
The site of excavation was located within the walled sandstone boundaries of the original
church yard as seen on the 1803, 1850 and 1893 OS maps. The only surviving element of
the boundary wall is the original north/south wall, which is parallel with Park Lane.
Numerous grave stones and Plots were uncovered during a three day excavation period in
the north-western part of the site. The intention was only to reveal the slabs not to explore
the burials themselves. However, in some instances the slabs were damaged or absent and
the vaults had been disturbed, such that excavation down onto the level of the slabs
revealed some disarticulated human bone. On the third day of investigation the Tate vault
was identified and the slab was found to be ex situ and had partly fallen into the vault.  At
the base of the slab was revealed the sides of a lead-lined coffin, which was that of
Joseph Williamson; however, there was no evidence of the coffin lid.

The slabs have been recorded and individually photographed, the locations of the
majority of the graves were planned; however, the graves of the Tate Vault and the
adjacent Wilson slab were accurately surveyed by total station.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 CONTRACT BACKGROUND

1.1.1 A watching brief was undertaken by Oxford Archaeology North (OA North) at
the site of the former St Thomas’s graveyard, which is at the intersection of Park
Lane and Paradise Street in Liverpool City Centre (SJ 3455 8982). The work was
undertaken on behalf of Grosvenor. The watching brief took place on the 3rd and
10th of July 2005, and the 23rd October.

1.1.2 St Thomas’s graveyard was the final resting place for a number of the eminent
people of nineteenth century Liverpool, and this included Joseph Williamson,
who was famed for the construction of a large and complex tunnel folly under
Edge Hill,  to the east of the city centre.

1.1.3 St Thomas’s graveyard was previously in use as a car park and is now in use as a
storage area for the Paradise Street Development.  Subject to the confirmation that
there are intact buried human remains, and in particular those of Joseph
Williamson, within the Plot, it is proposed that the site be developed as a
memorial garden to commemorate the deceased incumbents. Consequently, it has
been recommended that an archaeological watching brief be undertaken to
establish the survival of the burials and to locate that of Joseph Williamson.

1.1.4 An historic grave plan was provided by the Friends of Williamson Tunnels, which
was intended to help locate the grave of Joseph Williamson. In the event this
proved to have very little correlation with the identified graves, so after further
documentary research a further grave plan was identified by the Friends and this
proved to have a considerably better correlation with the observed grave
configuration.

1.1.5 The watching brief entailed monitoring a 12 ton and/or 5 ton tracked excavator
with a 1m or 1.5m ditching bucket to remove concrete hardcore and overburden
deposits to expose the extant sandstone grave markers. The purpose of the
watching brief was to record any archaeological deposits exposed or disturbed
during this work.

1.1.6 A full archive of the watching brief has been produced to a professional standard
in accordance with current IFA and English Heritage guidelines (1991). This
archive will be lodged with Merseyside County Record Office (Liverpool) and a
summary lodged with the National Monuments Record (NMR)
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 THE SITE

2.1.1 The St Thomas’s Church graveyard lies at the junction with Paradise Street and
Park Lane in Liverpool city centre and is now under the jurisdiction of Grosvenor
as part of the Paradise Project; it is designated as Site LA6A of the Grosvenor
development proposals (Fig 2).

2.2 BRIEF HISTORY OF ST THOMAS CHURCH

2.2.1 St Thomas’s Church was built by subscription; an extract from records held at
Liverpool Records office states that ‘a number of gentlemen living principally to
the south and east of the Old Dock (Steers Dock)’ agreed that if Reverend W
Martin, one of the parish curates, ‘would become their minister, they would build
a church’ (Thompson 1905). By 1746 £2,300 had been subscribed towards the
construction of the new church and one John Okill (c1687–1773), a timber
merchant, had promised a site for the construction, of which the town council
granted a reversion in 1747 (ibid).

2.2.2 In 1748 the Liverpool Corporation Act provided for the building of the new
church and stated that patronage of the church should belong to the Town council
and that seats and pews within the building should be vested in the subscribers to
the building.  St Thomas’s Church, on Park Lane, was consecrated and opened in
July 1750 (Thompson 1905).

2.2.3 An extract from the Picture of Liverpool: Strangers Guide (Anon 1834) states
that:
This structure is situated at the bottom of Park Lane and was consecrated in
1750. It is a handsome stone building, with a rusticated base and has on each side
two rows of windows, adorned with Ionic Pilasters, crowned with a cornice and
balustrade, and surmounted by vases. The chancel end is of a semi circular form.

The lower part of the steeple is quadrangular, supplied with windows, and
ornamented with Corinthian columns, on which rises a neat balustrade. This spire
when complete was 258 feet high, and remarkable for it’s beautiful symmetry, and
was seen to great advantage from the river and the opposite shore: but on the 15th

March 1757, a violent gale blew down forty feet, and the interior of the church
was much damaged by the stones falling through the roof. Afterwards it was
rebuilt to the height of 240 feet; but subsequently in consequence of the
apprehensions entertained respecting its stability which were caused by its
frequent vibration, particularly during high winds, the common council resolved
on the 11th of March 1822 that the whole of the spire should be taken down to the
part where it sprung from the tower and since that time it has continued in it’s
present imperfect state.

The chancel is panelled and decorated with beautiful gilt fluted Corinthian
pilasters. The galleries rest on eight pedestals, which support a corresponding
number of columns, of the Corinthian order of architecture. The pews are
commodious and calculated to seat 1188 persons.
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2.2.4 In 1871 the church underwent yet more alterations, apparently in an effort to
make the church more accessible to the poor, and it is believed that this was
because there had been a population shift in the dockland area. The demographic
had previously been wealthy Protestants, but this shifted to a poorer catholic
population. By 1885 the churchyard was officially closed and the south-eastern
half was given over to street improvements, that is the extension of Paradise
Street to the south. The remaining portion of the graveyard was laid out as an
ornamental garden and later went on to become a private car park (LRO 283
THO/2230).

2.2.5 By 1900 it is thought that around sixty five percent of the population in that area
were Roman Catholics and, as such, the presence of St Thomas Church was no
longer in keeping with the spiritual needs of the Diocese. The church was closed
for good on 31st December 1905 (LRO 283 THO/2230; Thompson 1905).

2.3 BRIEF HISTORY OF JOSEPH WILLIAMSON

2.3.1 Joseph Williamson was born in Warrington on the 10th March 1769, and came to
Liverpool in 1780 to work for Richard Tate, a tobacco manufacturer (Hand 1928,
106; Whittington-Egan 1952, 110). In 1802 he was married to Elizabeth Tate, the
daughter of his employer Richard Tate, at the family church St Thomas’s on Park
Lane. The succeeding employer, Thomas Moss Tate, died in 1803, leaving him
the business (Hand 1917, 2; Whittington-Egan 1952, 110).

2.3.2 By 1806 he had begun to lease the land around Mason Street (Head 1995, 4).  In
some sources it states that Williamson bought the land (Hand 1917, 2;
Whittington-Egan 1952, 109-10); however, it is recorded that the leases ran out in
1858 when the land reverted to the West Derby Commission (Head 1995, 4;
Stonehouse 1863, 185; Stonehouse 1879, 131), therefore he could not have owned
it.  Williamson retired from business in 1818 (Hand 1917, 2) and concentrated on
the construction of the complex of buildings and tunnels within and adjacent to
the study area.

2.3.3 Williamson's building works continued for many years. He employed large
numbers of the poor at a time when the Napoleonic Wars had left many of the
returning soldiers without work. His workforce built houses along Mason Street
one of which, Number 44, he took for his own home (Hand 1928, 88).
Presumably, the houses built by Williamson filled in gaps between the detached
houses constructed a few years earlier along Mason Street, since maps from 1817
onwards show a continuous row of houses along the west side of the street (LRO
Hf 912 1817/53; Figs 2 and 3).  A drawing by Stonehouse of 1846 (LRO 942 570
1/3) shows that the layout of gardens were in existence at this time, and that the
rear boundary of the gardens is the same as those shown on later maps. Therefore
the land may have already been terraced by this date.

2.3.4 In addition to houses, he built an incredible complex of tunnels and caverns which
extended right across his land and beneath Mason Street. Many of the houses
were built on arches over the tunnels, and underground passageways linked the
buildings.  Williamson himself was said to live in a cellar beneath his house. The
tunnels were multi-layered in places, lying one over another.

2.3.5 Work began in 1832 on George Stephenson's railway tunnel, which was to
connect Edge Hill station with Lime Street. Williamson's workmen broke through
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into the tunnel from beneath. Stephenson was given a conducted tour around
Williamson's tunnels, with which he was very impressed (Hand 1917, 15). The
railway tunnel, now a cutting, forms the northern boundary to the study area,
although Williamson's tunnels extend beyond it to the north and east.

2.3.6 Williamson died on the 1st of May 1840 aged 71 years and was buried with his
wife and her family in the Tate family vault located within the graveyard of St
Thomas church on Park Lane. The inscription on the vault reads:

‘To the memory of Richard Tate who departed this life 7th May 1787 in the 51st

year of his age.

Also Ann Tate the mother of the above Richard Tate died the 6th day of October
1791 in the 76th year of her age.
Hannah Tate the wife of Rich’d Tate died 29th July 1793 aged 59 years.

Also the remains of Elizabeth, daughter of Richard and Hannah Tate and wife of
Joseph Williamson of Edge Hill who departed this life the 3rd day of October 1822
aged 56 years.

Also the remains of Richard, the youngest son of the above Richard and Hannah
Tate who died 7th June 1826 aged 56 years.

Also the remains of Joseph Williamson of Edge Hill who died 1st May 1840 aged
71 years.’

2.3.7 Williamson died having produced no heir to the Williamson fortune. By 1840 he
had amassed lands and businesses to the value of £40,000. There are four codicils
attached to his will suggesting that he outlived all but one of the executors.

2.3.8 With the death of Williamson work on the tunnels ceased immediately and the
lease on the land expired in 1858 (Hand 1917, 23). Many of the tunnels had begun
to be filled in with rubbish, even by 1845. The Liverpool Corporation then took
over the land and a deliberate policy was adopted of using the tunnels to dump
rubbish (Head 1995, 4; The Porcupine 1867, August 31st and November 23rd).
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3. WATCHING BRIEF

3.1 INTRODUCTION

3.1.1 The primary aim of the watching brief  was to assess the survival and condition of
the underlying graves and specifically to locate and expose the grave marker of
the Tate family vault which is the last resting place of Joseph Williamson. It is
intended that this will serve to enable the design of a memorial garden dedicated
to him, and the other incumbents of the cemetery, upon the completion of
development works in the area. Originally an area of excavation was marked out
by Laing O’Rourke surveying staff using co-ordinates provided by the Friends of
Williamson Tunnels, taken from the original St Thomas church yard burial plan
(Fig 1) (CH/TCBP).

3.1.2 The mechanical excavation was undertaken using a 5 ton tracked excavator
starting from the co-ordinates for Plot 221 which was believed to be the location
of the Tate vault. The grave markers were typically found to be uniform
horizontal sandstone slabs, 1.66m x 0.97m in size, and  orientated east/ west with
the inscription at the western end of the stone. These were arranged in uniform
rows orientated north/south along the long axis of the grave yard (Fig 3). All
inscriptions were recorded as fully as possible in the allotted time; however,  not
all inscriptions were clearly legible and (…) indicates words, particularly names
or dates,  that have been omitted. Graves 1 - 12 were located and recorded on the
3rd July 2005, Graves 13-36 on the 10th July 2005, and Graves 37-43 on the 23rd
October 2005.

3.1.3 Also identified during the watching brief was the brick path which ran around the
south side of the church, dividing it from the graveyard. During excavation it was
evident that some of the backfill around the graves came from the demolition of
the church, as bricks with a green and white intricate floor mosaic were
recovered.

3.1.4 On the final phase of excavation (23rd October) a substantial yellow sandstone
wall was identified; it was one course wide, two courses high and was orientated
north-west/south-west. It was set in the north-eastern corner of the grave yard, and
was evidently a boundary wall for the church or graveyard. The use of yellow
sandstone would suggest that its construction was contemporary with the original
construction of the church or, alternatively, that it was a later wall using stone
recycled from the demolished church.

3.1.5 The graves are numbered in the order that they were identified.  In some instances
there is a correlation between the graves exposed and those depicted on the
undated grave plan (CH/TCBP), and in these instances the original plot number is
quoted.

3.2 GRAVE SLAB DESCRIPTIONS

3.2.1 Grave 1: a double inhumation, with a standard headstone, and no decoration.  The
first headstone encountered was that of Maria Elizabeth Peterson and George
Richards and the inscription was recorded as follows:
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‘Here the interr’d Maria Elizabeth, daughter of John Peterson and Margaret
Richards who was born 30th April 1776 and died upon 18th April 1778.
Also George Richards who died 20th August 1815 aged 24 years.’
The slab was broken at the eastern end and had partially collapsed into the brick
vault beneath. The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that these persons were
originally interred in Plot 81.

3.2.2 Grave 2: a single inhumation, with a standard headstone, and no decoration. The
inscription is as follows:
‘Christian Mattieson, Merchant died on the 14th February 1788 aged 32 years’.

The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that he was originally buried in Plot 82.

3.2.3 Grave 3: a triple inhumation with a decorated headstone. The inscription is partly
illegible but the Christian names were recovered from the church records. The
inscription is as follows:
‘Eleanor Wilkinson. Departed this life 22nd July 1799.
In Memory of Robert Wilkinson who departed this life 17th August 1803 aged 59
years
And of Jane his second wife who died (…) 1830 in the 76th year of her age.’

This grave was the only one which bore any embellishment of decoration; some
simple carved scroll work separated the three names. The grave plan (CH/TCBP)
shows that they were originally interred in Plot 83.

3.2.4 Grave 4: a single inhumation, standard stone, no decoration; the sandstone slab is
in excellent condition. The inscription is as follows:

‘ Here lies the body of Eliz’ (Elizabeth) Overton who departed this life April 22nd

1771 in the 84th year of her age.’

The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that she was originally interred in Plot 84.

3.2.5 Grave 5: a triple inhumation, with a standard headstone, and no decoration. The
inscription is as follows:

‘In memory of (…) the wife of John Richardson who died March 27th 1831 aged
40 years and also the body of John Richardson, husband of the above who
departed this life 29th January 1833 aged 46 years.

Also Jane Litton Richardson daughter of the above named John and Mary
Richardson who departed this life (…) March 1836 aged 19 years’

The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that they were originally interred in Plot 79.
3.2.6 Grave 6: a single inhumation, with a standard slab, and there has been some

subsidence into the brick vault. The inscription is as follows:

‘In memory of William Richardson son of John and Mary Richardson who
departed this life 8th July 1840 aged 26 years’

The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that they were originally interred in Plot 80.
3.2.7 Grave 7:  a standard slab, which has been broken and disarticulated; the names

are totally illegible.

3.2.8 Grave 8: a standard slab, which has been broken and disarticulated; the names are
totally illegible.
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3.2.9 Grave 9: a badly damaged pink sandstone slab, which is made of a different type
of sandstone;  it is a  pink sandstone of a different thickness and length. The
names are now illegible. It was possibly originally an upright headstone moved
from a different part of the graveyard. It is now lying horizontally across the slabs
of Graves 1 and 7.

3.2.10 Grave 10: a standard horizontal sandstone marker, which has been badly smashed
and overturned; there are pieces missing. It was probably originally from the
southern end of the grave yard, and was relocated when graves were moved to
allow for the extension of Paradise Street to the south.

3.2.11 Grave 11: a standard horizontal sandstone marker, which has been badly smashed
and overturned. It was probably originally from the southern end of the grave
yard, and was relocated when graves were moved to allow for the extension of
Paradise Street to the south.

3.2.12 Grave 12: a grave Plot without a stone marker and there are bone and organic
remains visible inside the backfill of the brick vault.

3.2.13 Grave 13:  a single inhumation, with a standard stone slab and which is well
preserved. It is a juvenile, aged 2 years and 10 months, but the name and date of
death are illegible.

3.2.14 Grave 14: a triple inhumation, with a standard stone slab comprising all juveniles.
The surname is illegible and the inscription is as follows:

‘Ann, daughter of Thomas and Mary departed this life May 21st 1783 aged 2
years 3 months and 11 days.

Also Edmond their son departed this life September 25th 1790 aged 7 years 11
months and 2 days.

Also William their son departed this life 19th December 1791 aged three years
and 3 days.’

3.2.15 Grave 15: four inhumations were interred within the vault. It has a standard
headstone, and is in a good state of preservation. The inscription is as follows:
‘Edward Jones of Liverpool, Merchant died on 10th March 1771.

Elizabeth daughter of Joseph Jones died April 24th 1776 aged 11 months.

Also Joseph Jones departed this life 31st December 1808 aged 50.
Also Martha Jones, Wife of Joseph Jones departed this life 12th March (…) aged
69 years.’
The grave plan shows that they were originally interred in Plot 88.

3.2.16 Grave 16:  a standard sized sandstone slab, but with no inscription.

3.2.17 Grave 17: a double inhumation, with a standard sandstone slab, which is in a good
state of preservation. The inscription is as follows:

‘Mary Roberts died April 19th 1768 aged 76 years.
Here also lies the mortal remains of Martha Fryer, Widow, daughter of the above
named Mary Roberts died (…) 1786 aged 66 years.’

The grave plan shows that they were originally interred in Plot 120.
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3.2.18 Grave 18: a five inhumation burial with a standard sandstone slab, which is in a
good state of preservation. The inscription is as follows:

‘ William, son of Henry Pennington died 23rd February 1798 aged 7 months.
Also George his son, who departed this life the 3rd day of July 1803 aged 19
months.

Also Bradley his son who died 11th February 1810 aged 3 years and 10 months.
Also the wife of the above named Henry Pennington died 29th day of March 1831
and is deeply lamented.
Also the above named Henry Pennington died January (…) aged 42 years.’

This grave is exceptional in that it is the only one recorded to express any
emotional sentiment in the inscriptions. Pennington is a Wigan name and may be
part of the same Pennington family involved in the manufacture of blue and white
porcelain and the highly regarded ‘Liverpool ware’. The grave plan (CH/TCBP)
shows that they were originally interred in Plot 119.

3.2.19 Grave 19: a standard sandstone horizontal slab of which only the eastern half
remains in situ; the western half with the inscription is missing.

3.2.20 Grave 20: a burial with five inhumations, and has a standard stone slab. The
inscription is as follows:
‘John, son of Joseph Conway died (…) 1768 and also of Henry Conway who died
(…) 1772.

It also lists the names Nelly Conway died 1773, Elizabeth Conway died 1774 and
Peter Conway died 1774. The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that they were
originally interred in Plot 117.

3.2.21 Grave 21:  a burial with three inhumations, and has a standard stone slab in a good
state of preservation. The inscription is as follows:

‘Ann daughter of William and Ann Bickerton died 12th January 1771 aged 13
months.

Also Ann Ball departed this life 23rd November 1815 aged 77 years.
Also Mary Bickerton daughter of the above William and Ann Bickerton departed
this life 18th April 1837 aged 58 years.’

There is no record of this family in the St Thomas Church burial records.
3.2.22 Grave 22: a single inhumation. The inscription is as follows:

‘Agness Parkin dy’d November 18th 1770 aged 84 years’
The grave plan shows that she was originally interred in Plot 115.

3.2.23 Grave 23: a triple inhumation with a standard sandstone slab. The slab is badly
subsided and is almost tipping into another stone vault located to the south. The
inscription is as follows:

‘ Here lies Thomas, son of John Winstanley died November 1773.
Also (…) daughter of John Winstanley died (…)

Also John Winstanley (…)
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The grave plan shows that they were originally interred in Plot 154.
3.2.24 Grave 24:  a burial with seven inhumations and has a standard sandstone slab. The

inscription is as follows:
‘John Sharrock son of George Sharrock died 1773 aged (…)

The rest of the stone is illegible however the church records show that also
interred were William died 1774, Timothy died 1776, Thomas died 1778, William
died 1789, Martha died 1813 and George died 1814. The grave plan (CH/TCBP)
shows that they were originally interred in Plot 113.

3.2.25 Grave 25: a standard sandstone slab, and the number of inhumations within the
vault in unknown. The visible part of the inscription is as follows:

‘Frances Lupton died (…) 1774 aged 30 years.’
The rest of the inscription is illegible; however, church records show that two
further burials were in this Plot: Rebecca who died in 1814 and William in 1816.

3.2.26 Grave 26: this is the vault of the Rogerson family and has three inhumations. It
has a standard sandstone slab, but this is badly weathered.

3.2.27 Grave 27: the sandstone slab has been removed and the Plot is marked as empty
on the grave plan (CH/TCBP); however it is evident that there is still a burial
within the open brick vault.

3.2.28 Grave 28: a brick vault without sandstone slab. Unclear whether this Plot is still
occupied.

3.2.29 Grave 29: a standard sandstone slab which is in a good state of preservation. The
inscription only says ‘PARRY’.

3.2.30 Grave 30: a single inhumation with a standard horizontal laid slab which is in
good state of preservation. The inscription is as follows:

‘ The last resting place of William Wallace, Liverpool Merchant.’ No dates given

The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that he was originally interred in Plot 152.
3.2.31 Grave 31: a triple inhumation with a standard stone slab. The inscription is as

follows:
‘ Here lies the remains of Elizabeth Currie daughter of (…) Currie who died 19th

February 1790.

And also James Currie (…)
And also (…)

The Currie family was related to the famous Liverpool Physician. James Currie
was also the biographer and correspondent of Robert Burns, Scottish poet and
author. The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that they were originally interred in
Plot 153.

3.2.32 Grave 32: a single inhumation, with a standard stone slab. The inscription is as
follows:
‘William Thomas died (…) 1819 aged 42 years’.

3.2.33 Grave 33: a double inhumation, with a standard sandstone slab. The inscription is
as follows:
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‘Paul Brideson died 17th May 1773 aged(…)
And also of Paul Brideson who died 8th July 1777 aged 33 years.’

The grave plan (CH/TCBP) shows that they were originally interred in Plot 155.
3.2.34 Grave 34: the burial vault contains four inhumations; it has a standard stone slab,

which has been damaged at the east end.

‘In memory of (…) and Martha Hampton (…)
And Nancy Smith (…)

And also (…) Smith (…)’
3.2.35 Grave 35: a triple inhumation with a standard stone slab. The inscription is as

follows:

‘ Cpt Nicholas ?oulton who died in 1792 in the 70th year of his age.
Thomas Twiss who died December 1800 aged (…) and also of his wife (…) Twiss
(..)’
The slab has a more decorative font on this inscription than others around and
does not appear to conform to the standardised type. The grave plan shows that
they were originally interred in Plot 85.

3.2.36 Grave 36: a simple slab which is uninscribed and the occupants are unknown.

3.2.37 Grave 37:  this is a multiple inhumation with a standard stone slab, and bears the
name of Parry. This stone was unusual in that it was orientated north/south
whereas the other grave markers and brick vaults were orientated east/west. There
is no obvious reason for this change in orientation, although it may be because the
graveyard narrows at this point, following the line of an east / west orientated
yellow sandstone wall and the change in orientation allowed for a better use of the
space available. The grave marker is clearly still lying within the confines of the
original brick vault so there is no reason to believe that orientation can be
attributed to later disturbance within the area. There was no evidence of
decoration or embellishment.

3.2.38 Grave 38:  this is a double inhumation with a standard stone slab and bears the
name of Kidd.

3.2.39 Grave 39: a burial with an unknown number of inhumations. It has a standard
stone slab and bears the name of Twentyman.

3.2.40 Grave 40: a burial vault with five inhumations and overlain by a standard stone
slab, bearing the name of Tristam. The slab is still in situ within the confines of
brick vault and the grave marker in a generally good condition, but partially
subsiding. This grave is noteworthy as it contains a whole generation of one
family. William and Margaret Tristam lost five children within a short space of
time; none of the children survived to see their third birthday. The inscription is as
follows:
‘Thomas Athiston Tristam son of William and Margaret Tristam died November
12th 1778 aged two years ten months and nineteen days. Anthony their second son
died November 22nd 1778 aged one year eight months and 3 days. Thomas their
son died August 7th 1781 aged 3 months and eighteen days. Elizabeth their
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daughter died the 18th of October 1784 aged 11 days. Martha their daughter died
the 14th May 1788 aged nine months and nine days.’

3.2.41 Grave 41: a double inhumation with a standard stone slab, which was the Wilson
family grave. The grave slab is in a generally poor condition, especially at the
eastern end; it has fractured into four pieces, of which only three remain. The
inscription is as follows:
‘ Elizth wife of Edwd Wilson Mercht died 22nd Jan 1769 aged 25 years.

Martha Daughter of Edward and Elizabeth Wilson and wife of Richard Walker
died 23rd October 1788 aged 20 years and 10 months.’

Edward Wilson was Joseph Williamson’s business partner and his family were
buried in the grave adjacent to that of the Tate family vault.

3.2.42 Grave 42: a burial vault containing six inhumations and is overlain by a standard
stone slab, without embellishment or decoration. This is the grave of the Tate
family, which also contains the remains of Joseph Williamson, the mole of Edge
Hill. The inscription is as follows:

‘To the memory of Richard Tate who departed this life 7th May 1787 in the 51st

year of his age. Also Ann Tate the mother of the above Richard Tate died 6th day
of October 1791 in the 76th year of her age. Hannah Tate the wife of Richard Tate
died 29th July 1793 aged 59 years. Also the remains of Elizabeth daughter of
Richard and Hannah Tate and the wife of Joseph Williamson of Edgehill who
departed this life the 3rd day of October 1822 aged 56 years.
Also the remains of Richard the youngest son of the above Richard and Hannah
Tate who died 7th June 1826 aged 56 years.
Also the remains of Joseph Williamson of Edgehill who died the 1st May 1840
aged 71 years.’

3.2.43 The grave was uncovered and found to be badly damaged. In its original state it
was situated parallel to that of Edward Wilson, lying horizontal and set on the top
of the brick vault which contained the remains. However, its present condition
indicates a considerable amount of disturbance. The grave stone now lies at a 45
degree angle, and has fallen into the vault. The stone has been fractured through
the centre and three of the four corners are missing; although one of these corners
was located within the spoil removed from around the grave.  At the base of the
excavation cut, at the lower edge of the slab,  was revealed the outline of the sides
of the lead-lined coffin. There was limited survival of the woodwork on the
outside of the lead sheet.  Despite the complete survival of the lead sides, there
was no evidence for a coffin lid, which would be expected if the slab had fallen
down onto the top of an intact coffin.

3.2.44 The inscription is clearly legible and tallies with the inscription recorded in 1886
in a hand written record produced for the council (Hf 352 CEM 1/17/2). The Tate
grave stone is the only one uncovered so far which has been engraved with the
original Plot number along the base. Plot 260 was the designated Tate family Plot,
however the graves were re-numbered after many of the graves were exhumed
and re-located in order to facilitate the extension of Paradise Street in the late
1900’s. It is unclear how the grave stone came to be so damaged; however, many
of the grave stones uncovered in this row, including that of Edward Wilson, seem
to be in a poorer state of preservation than those previously uncovered further to
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the west. Given that the grave-yard has shrunk considerably in size over the years
due to alterations to the city plan and the demolition of the church to the north, it
is perhaps not surprising that many of the grave stones on the eastern side, where
most of the changes have taken place, are in worse condition than those on the
western side.

3.2.45 The exceptionally disturbed nature of the Tate grave stone could also be attributed
to Williamson’s fame, combined with legends of lost maps and untold wealth
buried in the tunnels at Edgehill. It is not out of the question that the grave stone
was deliberately moved by someone with the sinister agenda of checking the
grave for clues as to the purpose and locations of the tunnels or any rumoured
treasure there-in.

3.2.46 Grave 43:  this grave stone was not fully exposed but lies directly to the east of the
Tate vault and appears to be still in situ. Based on this evidence it is likely that
this grave belonged to the Noble family as marked on the grave plan  (Fig 6).  
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4.  CONCLUSIONS

4.1 CONCLUSION

4.1.1 The intention of the investigation was to establish the survival and condition of the
underlying graves in St Thomas’ graveyard and to determine whether the grave of
Joseph Williamson was in situ. In general, the graves appear to survive intact,
although, that of Williamson (perhaps significantly), is one of the relatively few that
has been severely disturbed. The exposure of the slab revealed the in situ sides of
Williamson’s lead-lined coffin (Williamson was the last to be buried, so his coffin
was on top), but there was no trace of the lead-lined lid of the coffin. While it is
possible that, as a result of general disturbance to the grave yard resulting from its
truncation for the construction of Park Road, the slab was disturbed and fell into the
grave, the apparent absence of the coffin lid would suggest that it had been removed
prior to the collapse of the slab. This would lead to the conclusion that the grave had
been robbed, and the fact that his was one of the few graves with this level of
disturbance may reflect that he was a man with a reputation of having considerable
wealth. As such, his grave may have been the target for opportunistic grave robbers,

4.1.2 Upon completion of the investigation all graves were left in situ and the slabs were
backfilled, which will enable the site to be used as a temporary storage area for the
Paradise Street development. The successful discovery of the remains of Joseph
Williamson’s grave, and the other incumbents of the graveyard, will facilitate the
design and construction of a memorial garden that will be dedicated to some of the
leading players that contributed to Liverpool’s heyday in the nineteenth century.
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Plate 1:  Working shot of excavation taking place in St Thomas Graveyard, looking
south.

Plate 2: Working shot of cleaning of Williamson’s Grave
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Plate 3: Detail of Edward Wilson’s Grave (Grave 41)

Plate 4:  Friends of Williamson’s Tunnels inspecting the grave of Joseph Williamson
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Plate 5: Tate Family vault including the inscription of Joseph Williamson (Grave 42)
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Plate 6: Close-up of Williamson’s Grave
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